
Dear Wayne, 	 3/10/77 

As you say at thebeginning of your letter of 3/6, here today, I do try to respond 

imp promptly and do stay busy. We usually do have similar views. Because it will not 

be possible forme to respond in full I'l answering as I read. By way of further en-

planation my current interests are by no means limited to King. I have about 5,000 

pages of CIA records I've not been able to read, almost that many from the Archives, 

about 1,500 I obtained last week, have 300 in today's mail and expect between 400 and 

500 tomorrow. And would I  like to be able to return to writing. 

I do not believe Imre:warm' Secret Serviceman from Washington. As Les Payne 
notes, who overheard of Washington mendiegamen in the interest of a black *opt I 
therefore agree with what 1  think Les believes, that Manuel is an improvidation and 

has no relationship. I would not say this about his being in 4emphis then. I believe 
Les said the report was from &Mississippi State trooper. 

I find it interesting that you Wieve Rolloamn "is the one man in the Loeb ad-

ministration" most likely to have any "guilt as a knowing member of a conspiracy." 
I have no real trouble with this because there is no base dmme for Lane's fabrications. 
When you soy= think that "Hoover manipulated &Slogan into removingliedditt from the 
scene" it is more interesting. Can you elaborate? I do not believe that this removal 
and prior knowledge ether sng: killing are necessarily related, thus I ask. 

I have no proofs about the reasons for the 'Witt remota. I do believe there was 

no hit contracted sad I kneed that Bedditt's surveillances:Imre knowa to blanks. 

There was no need for more than the police spying on the Lorraine. Unknowns were 
not likely to be visiting his rooms under those conditions. Photographing from the fire 
*tattles could not have been kpt secret. All my information from inside it dating to the 
week of the assassination has proved out. What you and others are not intotis part of 
it, se you ehould recall ftom the minute part I felt it wae safe to use in rame-Cp. 

Believe me, Ring and each pf his part were tinder comatast summeillanceet one 
kind, or another ink:aphis. 

To keep it simple: all yea sew about your mos and massage imen is predicated upon 
what is ma-fact; his having a connection. Re is irrelevant with a connection. I see 
none and I see no reason for any 

It don't know what kind of lawyer 	is but he is no investigator. limn: be bas 

• premising materials but I've never had time to go over his files with care. The one Use 

• there was a possibility he kept talking so I could not even coevindone his tepee. I asked 

him for dubs without response. He also is not good at figuring out. Me should have been 
able to limit those who set him up with Battle over his trip to NTC and the NAACP legal 

defense fund. It could only have been Stanton. let BIT continued to trust Stanton. 
On Celt at the LA. St. Francis 4/19 or 23/681 the conspiracy charge vs Gait was filed 

4/17, with all the hoopla doom. could arrange. Somas, to that report. The whole workd 

knew how much Galt was wanted, including all the people who you say are reported to have 

seen hie there. In silence? Don't believe it. 
In reponse to your questions: 
I am still in ease. Ray he s not fired me or Lester, although we have both been 

leaning on him, Jim a little, me hard even for me. I know nothing about Kershaw and could 

use all the info possible because he is clearly a) an ambulance chancepb)unethical: 
and 0) 

of extremist views. Be kept his involvement secret until everybody except JER realized-MIR 
was being craw over the petition cart, when I told Jim how to get his name and address. 

Jim then called him, not the other way around. Re has never been in touch with me. 
Nothing that 1  know of has happened to Leger. Remould be happy if Ray fired him. 

every fact you can provide because when I 	them bank to you you will see their import: I know nothing about your two reports and_ the most urgent possible basis solicit 

"Leasr is under investigation from the ABA comeerning. the Ray case. This report comes from a 

billpiegis source with connections to the new Carter administration and Justice depart 
sources close to Pottinger, " And, "There's also a report that Lesar's wide is under 

investiga-

tion and has been questioned concerning the disappearance of sensitive 1-ray materials from 

the hospital where she works. 
These reports that have reached you, as you should be able to perceive, are 

consistent 



only with an effort to ruin his and his wife. The people who have motive for this range from at Lane to the Department. But I ascertain there is no basis for either report. They also represent one of the few ways of offsetting sy work since the evidentiary hearing. I cannot imagine the possibility of exaggerating either its potential eismifi-canoe or Jim's indispensibility in it. 
There also is no doubt in sy  mind that If lane survives it with any reputation at all his book will not. There is no doubt in me mind that neither the FBI nor the Department, particularly Bottinger's division, do not like dither of us. In time you will learn more of the reasons. They include my pporing in court that one of their lawyers is a deliberate liar, a perjurer. 
• don t knows* all shoat Jim's practise. I do know that bosons* of his Ray work it is scanty except for me, and that I gannet pay his for the 'work be does for ne._The work for se includes same powerful  One of these has the closest spook conneotions of fang standing. 
• ow may not not resember it but Jim asked to be relieved on the Rey case and the_ sixth circuit refused. So he is in it by their direct order. If this is not of his will you know as a lawyer what Obligations in imposes on his. Be is required to by to protect Itay's interests. Be did not oppose Bay's appear/mop before the House committee wider any cdienmuelasseel. ife did ask for guarantees of protection of Eay'e riehts. I was there and be was given verbal bet not written assurances. I took him there, in fact. To my knowledge he has been fully proper as a lawyer in trying to serve liay's interests. I not only have no knowledge of his doing anything wrong but I cannot conceive of it. I know 4im well. I bare been with him under the most trying of conditions. If decency and boner be faults they are the only faults I can assign to him. 
its wife has no involvement in his work if only because it is impossible for her. She not only has her can fulbetime career she has the most wonderful of babies. Between them she has no time for anything else. Not only can I not conceive of her taking any *sensitive X-ray materials from the hospital where she works, " I do know what this Osa be corrupted from. Sowevore  as you viii 0044 it is Indicative of the most -detailed sur-veillance if this is not a fahiraction and if the story I tell you in confidence is relevant. 
Ion are aware that I bate bed serious thrombophlebitis. lettere notemere of all the circumstances. It was serious only because of the persistent neglect of ley medical insurer, most of whose business is with the governaset in Washington. I reported the meaptome regularly and was told they were signs of getting mid only, When the manifestations finally could not be ignored, I was hospitalised, entirely by accident in the hospital in which jinn's wife May is a radiologist. Hy insurer *sleeted the hospdtalat is less than a block from the insurer's clinic, from which I Was sent to that hospital. After I had been bospitaliaed for several days the hospital staff, not the insurer's )hayician, decided that certain X-ray scans of my left leg were indicated. I was wheeled to the bray department where I did not even see slimes wife. Others did the work. The pre-reel/ULU injections were so difficult"- at first impossible these people decided to do both legs. I think these are called vein scans. The involve a radioactive dye of some kind. They are snapped almost as fast as frames in a aovie. I now skip ahead. 
I was hospitalised about the kiddie of Octokbr 1915. I had a *entreat to debate David Bolin at Vanderbilt. Now it juit also happens in this string of coincidences that when the lecture bureau phoned me the setoff hoeltital physician was Waft as a rectal examination. A college student who was with me answered the pbonevbile the doctor was palpating ay prostate. It later turned out that Vanderbilt preferred postponing the debate to accepting a substitute for me. Imrecommended Howard Roffman. The clinic physician said I would be able to do this about 11/19 end it happened. But by the time it was over I could Basely walk. Braniff single-loaded me through the rear door and sat a nurse newt to as and another student who had accompanied me, happily having wanted to. 
It also happens that 4  have a wealthy friend in new York who was considering a busi-ness arrangement with me. When I told him, after not having been in touch with him for some 



time, about my medical situation, including this added untoward experience, as an old 
friend he became deeply concerned. He offered aconsultation- st his expense with apse 
York physician.. One of the results was a recommadation for regular cardiac consulta-
tions. There ensued a period of my seeking to obtain these without extra coat, my in-
surance already costing about $1,200 a year. When this was denied I than proceeded 
locally, which also took some time. I'll never forget the anxiety with which the local 
doctor phoned the only local vascuilr expert in my presence and expressed amazement 
that there were no visible gangrenous symptoms. The vascuelr surgeon saw and examined 
me immediately. 	then gave me notes to both the clinic and the hospital for the 
release of my records to him, the Xelay's, of course, being most impirtant• I handle 
delivered these X-rays to him, he examined them, be then explained them to me, and t 
els= he returned them to me end I returned them to the hospital. Quite obviously it 
served my interest to have all the medical records of that hospitalization in the Pos-
session of the hospital in the event I might be hospitalised mein. _ 

Now if this is what someofte has in mind two things are Obvious: any disakearance 
if them *abet :ems later and any knowledge of any of this has to come from the closest 
possible kind of surveillanoe. Almost nobody known about it. 

This is an encapsulation but I beliege you can see for it that any added information 
you can supply is an urgent need. Please do what you can promptly. Please also be 
specific in any need for-confidentiality. It is obvious that someone is out to hurt 
Jim and his fine wife and what I an trying to do. I do have a current 701A/King case i4 
federal district court in Washington. It dates to 1969. 'Jim filed it for me in 1975. 
Our circumstances preclude any more vigor than we have exercised. There has not been a 
hearing on it tlel year. There were perhaps 10 last year. This means that the govern-
ment has bee able to stonewall us quite a bit. But it is a nittyegritty suit. In my 
belief Aim has built an exceptionally good record in it, important if there is an appeal. 
This record is adverse to the PHI and the Department, particularly the 01.411 Rights 
Division. 

I tell you these things as a trusted friend. 
Sow Lane has a sisefigure deal, according to a Eup oolumn, and a book with Prentice.. 

Hall, according to their hull-pee ad in 4'10:Ushers Weekly, that is due to appear next 
month. This means it is frozen and review copies should be in the hands of reviewers 
now. But he knew and still knows nothing about the sing aaaaaainatiOn• Dantean real 
work he has time for all the conniving in the world. Desperate when be really made a 
mess of the efforts he was making in the Congress with JFE he turned to wing. Through 
moans I know but won't take time for he was given a bob-tailed version a Les' work and 
misc. "lo and Abby Man, who knew each other previously, then went to Ilemphis, you will 
learn briefly. their mission was to do with Lee' work end mine what little they could. 
Some of Ant they did, including with 14edditt, was pretty unscrupulous. Ibie with the 
inevitable and as usual false liens fabrications really is what led to the passing of the 
resolution for a House inquiry. consistent with the committee's subsequent history it 
an all else that persuaded the Souse was pure bullshit. So, inevitably, is any part of 
the book not stolen with fidelity. Lane seems to have his own compulsions. These keep him 
from being an sacumate crook. The by-product is exculpation of the guilty, particularly 
the federal agencies. 

With seeming 4neefference and aside from the Manuel business the DJ had already 
struck a hard blow against the Lane fabrications. He appears to be a little desearato. 
While he is most adept with the nails and knees behind the beak he made a personal attack 
on me over some accurate quotations of me in the exPost on 1/25 - he also lumoed me with 
the spooks in it - he also refused to confront me with me on the phone during that broad-
cast. it eas on a eeshiagto station whose pattern precludes my receiving it. He declined 
to appear or even respond to station calls when 1  was given fairness-doctrine time to 
respond toward the end of la ut month. He has not accepted my proposal for a subsequent 
in-studio confrontation. He will not and be dare not. 

So what is left for bine Can you see my basis far assuming that directly or indirectly 
these reports that have reached you can connect with him? Extending the dirtyworks to Jim 
is vicious but including his edereis unspeakable. Please inform. In bast, 



March 6, 1977 

Dear Harold, 

Glad I got a prompt response. Usually, there is a slight delay 
in your responses, and I understand why, as you are a very busy man. 

Your explanation about the Manuel story was interesting. As you 
say, we usually agree on facts, but sometimes disagree on interpretations. 
I always find your logic persuasive, and usually, I do accept your 
interpretations, at least tentatively, after thorough consideration 
of all other inferences that may be drawn from a set of facts. The trouble 
is, that each of us, regardless of past experience, political beliefs, etc 

area subjectively susceptible to particular conclusions, at least 
tentative conclusions. I do not believe our political beliefs are so 
vastly different that we should have such wide, varying frames of 
references to view any given set of facts. I believe, at least from 
our many enjoyable conversations,(at least I enjoyed them), our views 
are the same on the essential principles_of political denocrady, racial. 
equality, and administration of justice. I also concede you probably 
have an arsenal of information, which you have not, and should not, 
reveal to me. I may, or may not, have access to same information. Some 
key fact that I may not be aware of may be the missing part of the 
jigsaw, that prevents me from arriving at the sane conclusion you have 
reached. Had I known this particular fact, I may have reached the same 
conclusion you properly arrived at amaipm* earlier. 

For instance, the removal of Redditt. You expressed the belief 
that this was a local decision. This suggests that perhaps you have 
knowledge concerning the true identity of the alleged "secret Service 
Otan"from Washington, D.C., who was in Holloman's office when hedditt 
was told he was being removed and that a murder contract had been let 
on him through a St. Louis, Mo., man. Do you know the identity of the 
man? Was he local?  Or regional? (Mississippi, West Tennessee, Missouri 

The fact he was introduced as a man who had flown in from Washington 
suggests a Washington, D.C. connection? Manuel's identification--either 
made falsely or properly--as the source of the report that a hit contract 
was let on Redditt would seem to buttress a Washington connection! 

While you may be more familiar with the WaAhington, D.C., scene, 
I am mole familiar with the Memphis scene. Frank Holloman did not have 
the autonomy to make any major decisions that would have aided a 
conspiracy plan without the approval of his superior, Mayor Henry Loeb. 
Although Holloman did violate one of Loeb's security orders immediately 
after the assassination, he is one man in the Loeb administration I 
feel is innocent of any guilt as a knowing member of a conspiracy. It is 
ironic that I have reached this conclusion, because I feel that none 
other than J. Edgar Hoover manipulated Holloman into removing Redditt 
from the scene through a 1111111111111111■0111111!a conduit, either a member of 
the FBI or private party, and while I have no direct evidence this is true, 
I suspect that Jallapa the,u-called Secret Service man from 'Washington 
was that conduit. The next que511717 was this a Washington man? Or a 
representative of a private party in the Memphis area? 

I know you did a ton of investigative work assisting Les Payne in 
developing the truth concerning the Invaders and the heddr removal. 
Is there anything you can tell me to convince me to bells ikhat gton.

the   decision to remove hedditt was made locally, not From wa 
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04)  
Another perplexing fact was A40 Holloman told Aedditt that 

the hit contract was going to be executed by a St. Louis man. Aedditt 
does not recall Holloman saying he was a black man from St. Louis, 
but only amase assumed the hit man was black, because Holloman said 
the contract was let by a radical black militant group from Mississippi. 

Could this be a coincidence? That is, Holloman talking about 
a man coming to Memphis from St. Louis, and the fact James Earl Ray 
was from St. Louis? It would be Ammummiumialleamma inconceivable to me 
that a black militant group would let a contract through a purportedly 
white racist to kill a black leader, unless there was something other 
than a political-racial connection: say, a black-white underworld 
operation, etc. Of course, there is no evidence of the latter. 

You explanation concerning the panel truck seems convincing 
enough. Especially, because of the limited space in the Lorraine's 
parking lot. But how about at the fire station? This would have been • 
an ideal spot to photograph every one coming in and out of the Lorraine. 
This was a standard FBI Cointelpro procedure. But, on April 4, there 
were no FBI agents that I know of, who assisted Redditt and Richmond 
in surveillance of movements at the motel. In fact, there were no FBI 
agents near the scene of the Lorraine on April 4. According to Sullivan's 
and Murtagh's statements, King was under constant surveillance, night 

and day, everywhere he went, in every city, from 1964 to the day he was 
killed. The fact that Dr. King was at the Lorraine most of the day 
did not 	 seem to eliminate 
the FBI's imagined need to know who were coming to see him on that day, 
especially as Om KIng and the 6CLC were not only making ploaq fo 
the Memphis march, but the 	coming Poor People's March)  G w 	ac. 

Again, I can't prove it, iut I believe the FBI called off its 
surveillance on early April 4 because key FBI leaders knew something 

AUSS afoot. This might constitute knowledge that would be incriminating 
to charges of assessories before the fact,•  and again, this knowledge 
might hxlibeen so sketit would be insufficient to 'Is 
describ 	as guilty  	If King was killed amid the massive 
surveillance of the day before, it would be impossible for the assassin 
to have escaped. One might want to argue that if there had been a FBI 
conspiracy to kill King, it would hve been better for the FBI to Not 
had King under surveillance at the time the fatal bullet was fired, so 
that FBI agents could have moved in at once and°VallAthe fleeing assassin. 
The only thing wrong with that conclusion would be that the FBI would 
have egg on its fact. for two reasons: 

1) The 	's in111110111111110 saiataiiila invincible reputation 
would be severe damaged, if an assassin slipped through its security 
net and killed King. 

2)The At's covert surveillance --illegal survei'lance, that is,. -- 
would have been revealedto the public at that time. Note, the illegal 
surveillance was officially admitted only as late as 1975, although 
Murtagh and other former FBI officials had privately conceded to reporters 
as early as 1969 that King had been illegally subjected to massive 
electronic surveillance. 

Also, it would have been difficult to ammirrecruit a willing 
assassin, unless he could be convinced that security was lax. 
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Hence, another fact emerges which we have different interpretationL 
For a hit man to have assurance mix hat security would be lax, he must 
have confederates to conduct recon 	of the murder scene prior to 
the hit. Thus, this might explain the presence of the eggs and sausage 
man prior to the hit. But, then the question arises--the one which has 
apparent y convinced Lesar and you that this man could not have been 
part of the plot--why did he return the very next 4111•1011.1. morning? 

You admonish me to always keep things simple. The answer to that 
question is simple. The man returned to the scene the very next day 
for the express purpose of exonerating himself of any suspicion in that 
case. He could--and did, so I hear--say: "would I return to the scene 
if I am involved?" And to make his cover per 
reason for being there in the first place: e was in t 
bu in and selling slum property. At least, that was Witt h s prospectus 
to potent al stockhOiTers described his business operation*. However, an 
investigation has failed to ever turn up one business transaction that 
his incorporated firm had ever handled. Furthermore, the business 
was apparently dissolved the following year, with an entirely different 
business name on the glass doors of his suite, with the person in question 
stepping down as President to Vice President. 74.at business went out of 
operation a couple of years later. Again,-  111111110mmostensibly/tthe business 
was supposed to be matching Maw potential sellers with potential buyers 
of real estate by use of computers and an air service. The man in question 
was quite prosperous enough at that time, but there is no evidence unearthei 
that he ever sold one tract of real estate. Gerold Frank visited him in 
late •969, and spent five days with him. 	I have a transcript of an - 
interview conducted with Frank--not by me(Frank knows me), but by another 
party. Frank said he went to this party's home on a story not connected 
with the King murder, but somehow the King murder came up. Frank said 
he decided on the first day that this man had nothing to do with the King 
case and knew nothing useful that could aid him. Frank, however, concedeS 
he stayed Oxt Mare eap with .am, gathering material for a story of 
how a successful ex-convict hire ff ex-convicts to work for him in a 
legitimate business. Such story, or book was never published, if written. 
Also note, AP carried a story in 769 that-War=ad drawn a V50,000 
advance to write a comprehensive story on the King assassination. And 
with $150,000 in his bank account, would Frank be wasting five days 
with a man whom he really thought had nothing to do with King case? 

Also, for the record, Frank presents every conspiracy possibility 
for discussion in his book ranging from CIA to KKK(not the FBI). He 
discusses the henavides-Bonnevecche reports, etc. But he makes no 
mention of the eggs and sausage incident,noriftpd11111.o the man who 
was pasiamisprettliesSINIMINININgmarawlawastrimmmow picked up. 

As far as the questions you asked me, the only time I heard about 
the labor leader from Carolina, was from you. You mint swore me to secrecy 
about the incident, so I haven't asked anyone about him, nor have I ever 
revealed what 4.1% little you told me about him. Dusty the Breadman has 
long retired to a comfortable real estate law practice in East Memphis, 
the bailiwick of the Memphis affluent. So has his former mentor, Phil 
Canale. I am very careful not to discuss these matters with other 
Memphians, especially attorneys such as Sabella, Thompson, etc, because 
I am trying to dispell the appearance of having any active interest in 
the case. An incident arose recently which indicated to me that RXT 
still has an interest in probing the King murder. He denies that the NAACP 
Le6a1 Defense fund is his client, and I believe him on that score, because 
hit successful representation of police union members accused of brutality 
against blacks has alienated him from his old black clients. But I have 
a statement from a man who claims RXT and a black Los Angeles newsman 
tried to set him up in Los Angeles last year. he claimed the newsman set 
1111 the:, infmririgaur 
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full of people--a condition he expr ssly:fOrbade Whenvagreeing to 
the interview by the newsmandidihomp on tried to get, the man to sit 
in a comfortable easy chair 	exc nged pleatantr ea-ip'lorder to 
warm him up. This party got up when hompson 	.4r;d. 16 delve into 
what he knew about the King case, 	pUlled bac a cushion to the chair 
to see /hat it was bugged. He left. This party claims to be an expert 
in elec 	bugging. I asked Thompson about 	last time he was 
in Los Angeles. Thompson said he had not been in Los A ngelesfor, 
several years. but had been onthelliest Coast- fortWo months last 

irjyear,,,,mostly.aroundSan Francisco,on what he described= as a "hot 
caSeTn7I7theii asked:himif , he.had tried trObtg SOTheahelthereVand 

irt
pite Thompson's ability to-convincinglyap-pear-innooent','I'think 
 got the response I needed. He did try to bug someone there. 

This 
• 

party' may or may not havo,valid'information out the King 
case. . I may not"believe " eveftthing-the has - told-Me 	he thinks he 
knows about the case. I do trelieveArhim when he tells me RXT tried to 
bug him in a hotel rooleinI,os-Angeles- last 	 - 

So this leaves the last item:C4Wesence of Ray, or an imposter, 
in--the St. Francis hotel three weeks after King's murder. Again, I 
take your advice. First, I have Only considered these reports: I have 
not acdepted t 	Why would a man use the Galt alias after it had been 
announce s the alias of the man charged with King's murder? If the 
man really was not Ray, what would he have to fear?'First, he could be 
a sensation seekers Second, he could have been a nut. Third, he could 
be part of a disinformation scheme, aiding and abetting the escape of 
Ray via Canada and London. Why would a man want to implicate himself 
in a sc4ftipland involve himself as a suspect in a conspiracy to murder 
King? I can't answer the question. I can consider  the possibility  that 
it did happen.  After all, similar incidents occurred in Memphis with 
th-grgnavides and Bonnevecche incidents. Why would they want to expose 
themselves in what may have turned out for them to be assessories to 
murder or obstruction of justice by aiding and abetting the escape of 
a fugitive? 

I have learned somewhat more about the LA incident. Here are 
the bare fadts: 

There are signed statements from several persons, some of them 
residents of the St. Francis Hotel, others from employes and Guests 
of the imiisimm Sultan Room, that a man calling himself Galt checked 
into the hotel on the 19 or 20 of April(about the same time Ramsay 
Clark announced that Eric Stamm Galt was the chief suspect in the 
King slaying. He stayed several days until the police made the raid. 
The FBI questioned these wswiwor persons and took statements. 

. 	• 
Thinking simple is good advice. But sometimes in simpl 

;4 r 
speculative situations, there's a danger of oversimp - 	And after 
all, so many things that happen in this life aren't re 1 21 so sitple. 
Complicated situations •ermc usually constitute the norm. Just reading 
the facts in most of the outstanding cases prove how complicated 
situations can become. 

Sincerely 

Wayne 

Va*4r°  (SFE BACK) 
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